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Until	 now,	 diffusion	 imaging	 methods,	 applied	 to	 the	 study	 of	 the	 living	 human	 brain,	 have	 been	
significantly	limited	by	their	own	low	spatial	resolution.	However,	there	are	several	important	applications	
that	could	benefit	from	high	resolution	acquisitions.	E.g.	it	has	been	shown	that	important	cortical	changes	
at	 the	macro-scale	 level	 can	occur	 in	numerous	psychiatric,	 neurodevelopmental	 and	neurodegenerative	
disorders,	(Goldman	et	al.	2009;	Zielinski	et	al	2014,	D.	S.	Andrews	et	al.,	2017;	D’Anna	et	al.	2016;	Ecker	et	
al.,	 2016),	 but	 it	 has	 never	 been	 possible	 to	 show	 the	 corresponding	 micro-structural	 attributes,	 and	
especially	in	which	specific	laminae	any	changes	occur.		Enabling	ultra-high	resolution	dMRI	in	this	manner	





lobar	 connections	 and	 u-shaped	 fibres	 (Catani	 et	 al.,	 2012;	 Catani	 et	 al.	 2017)	 are	 essential	 short	 range	









the	 lack	 of	 spatial	 resolution,	 improving	 data	 quality	 during	 acquisition	 remains	 of	 critical	 importance.	
Recent	 attempts	 have	 tried	 to	 overcome	 these	 limitations	 by	 combining	 the	 benefits	 of	 higher	 spatial	
resolution	and	SNR	of	7T	data	with	stronger	diffusion	weightings	 from	3T	data	(Sotiropoulos	et	al.,	2016;	
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40%, compared with the previously presented protocol
(21), corresponding to a reduction of more than 60% in
Taq. Further reduction of variance and/or Taq can be
achieved by technological improvements. The most
important limiting hardware factor in th optimization
was the maximal gradient amplitude (g), which attained
its upper limit (80 mT/m) despite accounting for a
duty-cycle limitation by increasing TR linearly with g.
Minimizing TE by using stronger gradients thus
increases the SNR more effectively than minimizing TR
to obtain more samples, at least for an assumed T2 of
50 ms. Systems with stronger gradients are available at
some sites, eg, 300 mT/m at the human connectome
scanner (46).
For performing FEXI on systems with different hard-
ware configurations, we recommend using the protocol
in Table 1 with small modifications. A change in the
SNR, eg, from using a coil with more channels (which
w s eight in this study), should not affect the optimal
protocol, provided that the noise distribution remains
approximately Gaussian (SNR>2). A change in the
avail ble sampling time, such as an increased Taq or a
reduced nslice, can be accommodated by adding extra
samples while preserving the ratios #bmin/#bmax and
#tminm /t
max!
m . A change in g, however, would affect TEf and
TE, and possibly the optima for bf and b
max. We make
two points concerning this matter. First, we do not rec-
ommend breaking the upper b-value limit (1300 s/mm2)
FIG. 6. Overview of the FEXI parameter maps in the six meningioma and five astro ytoma patients, to ether with coregistered T1W and
FLAIR images, all gamma-corrected with g ¼ 0.7. The AXR values of the meningiomas were homogenously low (mean6 standard devia-
tion, 0.660.1 s# 1), excluding the meningioma outlier case (f) in which AXR ¼ 1.7 s# 1. The astrocytomas exhibited significantly higher
AXR values (1.06 0.3 s# 1) and ADC values (1.26 0.2 versus 0.86 0.1mm2/ms). The outlier exhibited similar ADC and s to the other
meningiomas, although parts of it, and parts of cases (a) and (c), exhibited a darker FLAIR contrast, which could be caused by a more
fibrous content.
Table 3
FEXI Parameter Values In Meningiomas and Astrocytomasa
Group n ADC (mm2/ms) s AXR (s# 1) CVAXR (%)
meningioma 6 0.86 0.1b 0.26 0.1 0.86 0.4 58
meningioma* 5 0.86 0.1c 0.26 0.1 0.66 0.1d 20
astrocytoma 5 1.26 0.2b,c 0.26 0.1 1.06 0.3d 26
aFEXI parameter values are presented, with group means and standard deviation, for the meningioma group (six patients, grade I) and
the astrocytoma group (five patients, grade II–IV). The meningioma* group is the meningioma group with one outlier excluded.
bastrocytoma versus meningioma, P<0.05, CI95% [0.3 0.6].
castrocytoma versus meningioma*, P<0.05, CI95% [0.2 0.7].
dastrocytoma versus meningioma*, P<0.05, CI95% [0.2 0.6].
Optimal Experimental Design for Filter Exchange Imaging 1111
Figure 6. Literature examples of microstructural imaging in cancer. (a) VERDICT yields estimates of compartment volume fractions, cell size, and the pseudo-diffusion coefficient in preclinical colorectal xenografts, demonstrating sensitivity to treatment-induced changes (Panagiotaki et al., 2014). (b) 
IMPULSED combines PGSE and OGSE measurements to estimate cell size, and compartment volume fractions and diffusivities in preclinical colorectal xenografts, with dMRI-derived cellularities correlating with histology (Jiang et al., 2017; © 2016 International Society for Magnetic Resonance in 
Medicine). (c) FEXI shows differences in the apparent exchange rate between meningiomas and astr cytomas (Lampinen et al., 2017). (d) POMACE models the time-dependent diffusivity from PGSE and OGSE data to estimate microstructural properties in preclinical gliomas, with cell sizes consistent 
with independent measurements (Reynaud et al., 2016; Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.).
(a)
(d)
Conventionally, these parameters are measured from
invasive biopsies, which suffer from major limitations.
In this study, it is demonstrated that the IMPULSED
method allows an accurate in vivo quantification of cell
size. The IMPULSED-derived cell sizes are slightly larger
than the histology-derived area weighted cell sizes. This
discrepancy can be explained by a combination of tissue
shrinkage during histology preparation and the fact that
the tissue section rarely passes through the center of the
cell, leading to an underestimation of cell size. The
degree of the underestimation increases as the cell size
increases, and as a result, DiFi tumors have the largest
difference between histology and IMPULSED-derived
cell sizes. The cell sizes of HCT116 and SW620 have
also been measured in vitro by light microscopy and
reported to be 14.4063.88 and 11.0961.58 mm (29,30),
consistent with our MR results.
ADC values obtained with a PGSE sequence at a rela-
tively long diffusion time (20–80 ms) have previously
been negatively correlated with cellularity. However,
they are not always correlated with cellularity (42,43).
For example, increased/decreased ADCs in tumor tissues
due to treatment-induced cell shrinkage/swelling have
been reported previously. IMPULSED method extracts
the cell size and intracellular volume fraction from mul-
tiple ADC values and provides a more direct measure-
ment of the tumor cellularity, independent of cancer cell
size. The IMPULSED-derived apparent cellularity is
demonstrated (Fig. 6) to be a more specific indicator of
cellularity in tumor tissues than conventional ADC
values.
Recently, VERDICT, a PGSE based method, has been
used to quantify microstructural properties (e.g., cell size
and intracellular volume fraction) in tumors (25,44).
However, this method requires prior knowledge of intra/
extra-cellular diffusivities to minimize fitting errors (44).
As demonstrated recently (45), it is challenging for these
PGSE based methods to measure cell size and intracellu-
lar diffusivity simultaneously, presumably due to the rel-
atively long diffusion times used in PGSE measurements.
The incorporation of OGSE acquisitions increases the
sensitivity to intracellular diffusion, which in turn pro-
vides extra microstructural information compared with
methods with PGSE measurements only. In addition, it
has been reported (46) that low-frequency OGSE sequen-
ces provide more sensitivity to the axon diameter than
PGSE sequences when axons have unknown and dis-
persed orientations. This conclusion may also be true
when measuring the tumor cell size if the cells are mod-
eled as ellipsoids. Therefore, the IMPULSED method
provides more comprehensive microstructural informa-
tion about tumors at broader length scales, and thus may
be a plausible way to characterize tumor status.
The water exchange between intra and extracellular
spaces was assumed negligible in the current study. This
assumption has been shown to be reasonable in previous
OGSE studies (47–49), because the effective diffusion
time of the OGSE measurement is usually much shorter
(< 5 ms) compared with the intracellular lifetime of
water molecules (50,51). However, the precise effect of
water exchange on diffusion measurements in vivo
remains unclear. The incorporation of PGSE measure-
ments with a long diffusion time makes this method
more likely to be affected by water exchange than typical
OGSE methods. As reported in our previous in vitro
study, the ignorance of membrane permeability is likely
to underestimate the fitted intracellular volume fraction
without affecting the accuracy of cell size measurement
(28).
In the current study, the fitted intracellular volume
fractions are approximately 65%, 45%, and 55% for
DiFi, HCT116, and SW620 tumors, respectively, which
are lower than typical intracellular volume fractions in
tumor tissues reported previously. Such an underestima-
tion of intracellular volume leads to an underestimation
of cellularities, as shown in Figure 6b. In addition, trans-
cytolemmal water exchange increases significantly in
developing/treated tumors, especially apoptotic regions
(52). Therefore, the influence of transcytolemmal water
FIG. 4. H&E stained histological image, PGSE-derived ADC map,
and IMPULSED-derived parametric maps (apparent cellularity, d,
vin,, Din, Dex0, and bex) of a representative slice through tumor,
overlaid on T2-weighted MR images.







































of	axonal	 features	of	 interest	 in	most	neurological	dMRI,	with	the	significant	exception	of	 increased	SNR,	
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the	 advantages	 of	 higher	G	 are	 not	 necessarily	 as	 clear	 for	modeling	 of	 basic	 cell	 dimensions.	However,	
heuristic	quantification	of	the	dMRI	signal	in	cancer	can	also	benefit	from	better	gradient	performance.	For	




Combining	 stronger	 gradients	 with	 OGSE	 gradient	 waveforms	 increases	 sensitivity	 to	 differences	 in	 the	
ratio	of	nuclear	volume	to	cell	volume		(Xu,	Does,	&	Gore,	2009),	the	relevance	of	which	is	that	nuclear	size	
is	related	to	tumour	grade,	and	can	change	with	therapy.	However,	the	rise	time	requirements	imposed	in	
order	 to	 meet	 safety	 constraints	 (see	 Section	 11	 below)	 limits	 the	 OGSE	 frequencies	 which	 can	 be	
practically	 achieved	 (~70	 Hz	 for	 a	 3.6	 ms	 rise	 time).	 This	 suggests	 that	 the	 main	 benefit	 of	 stronger	
gradients	 for	 OGSE	 will	 be	 the	 ability	 to	 achieve	 higher	 b-values	 for	 low	 frequencies,	 as	 opposed	 to	
providing	access	to	higher	frequencies.	Alternative	gradient	waveforms,	including	those	used	for	spherical	
tensor	encoding	(Eriksson	et	al.,	2013;	Lasič	et	al.,	2014)	can	also	provide	deeper	insight	into	tissue	than	DT-
MRI,	 characterizing	 differences	 in	 microscopic	 anisotropy	 (Szczepankiewicz	 et	 al.,	 2015;	 2016).	 The	
relatively	long	duration	of	the	waveforms	required	to	play	out	a	spherical	tensor	encoding	mean	that	SNR	is	
compromised	on	commonly-available	hardware,	but	 implementation	with	stronger	gradients	 reduces	 the	
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usually	be	neglected,	but	in	fact	there	is	always	a	net	change	to	the	Larmor	frequency	𝜔! = 𝛾𝐵! 	due	to	
these	concomitant	fields	which	is	given	by	
𝐵! = (!!!!!!!)!!!!! + !!!(!!!!!)!!! − !!!!!"!!! − !!!!!"!!! 	,			[1]	
when	gradients	𝐺!,	𝐺!	and	𝐺!	are	applied	simultaneously.	Equation	[1]	shows	that	concomitant	fields	scale	
quadratically	with	the	applied	gradient	strength	and	so	become	more	than	56	times	larger	when	the	
gradient	strength	is	increased	from	40	mT/m	(gradients	on	a	conventional	clinical	scanner)	to	300	mT/m		
whilst	keeping	B0	fixed.	Note	that	this	problem	would	be	even	more	pronounced	for	asymmetric	gradient	
designs	(e.g.,	head-only	gradient	systems),	the	extra	complication	arising	from	the	presence	of	odd-order	
terms	to	the	concomitant	field	correction.	Techniques	to	circumvent	such	problems	have	been	proposed,	
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including	manipulating	the	pre-emphasis	(Tao	et	al.	MRM	2017),	real-time	adjustment	of	the	centre	(B0)	
frequency	(Weavers	et	al.	MRM	2018).	These	concomitant	field	effects	are	well	known	to	cause	image	
distortion,	which	particularly	affects	echo	planar	imaging	since	the	concomitant	fields	due	to	the	switched	
read-out	gradient	produce	a	progressively	increasing	position-dependent	phase	accumulation	down	the	
echo	train	(Y.	P.	Du,	Joe	Zhou,	&	Bernstein,	2002;	Norris	&	Hutchison,	1990).	Fortunately,	with	knowledge	
of	the	applied	gradients	this	distortion	can	be	corrected	(Du	et	al.,	2002).	When	the	Connectom	gradient	
system	is	applied	in	diffusion	imaging,	the	peak	gradient	strength	during	the	EPI	readout	is	similar	to	that	
used	on	a	conventional	scanner,	so	the	problem	of	image	distortion	due	to	concomitant	fields	is	not	
particularly	exacerbated,	but	the	effects	of	the	concomitant	fields	due	to	the	diffusion	encoding	gradient	
pulses	can	be	challenging.	In	particular,	the	quadratic	dependence	of	the	effective	field,	Bc,	on	the	gradient	
strength	means	that	phase	accumulation	due	to	concomitant	fields	is	identical	for	positive	and	negative	
gradient	lobes	of	the	same	amplitude	and	duration.	There	is	consequently	no	net	phase	accumulation	when	
unipolar	gradients	are	applied	in	conjunction	with	a	180o	RF	pulse	in	a	Stejskal-Tanner	sequence	(Stejskal	&	
Tanner,	1965),	but	the	concomitant	fields	produce	a	spatial	phase	variation	over	the	imaging	region	when	
balanced	bipolar	gradient	pulses	are	applied.	This	is	problematic	for	diffusion	encoding	sequences	
employing	bipolar	gradients	(Setsompop	et	al.,	2013)	such	as	the	twice-refocused	spin	echo	sequence	
(Reese	et	al.,	2003)	that	is	commonly	used	to	reduce	eddy	current	effects	With	such	sequences,	through-
slice	variation	of	the	accrued	phase	can	produce	a	spatially	varying	image	attenuation	which	modulates	the	
effect	of	diffusion,	while	the	variation	of	phase	within	the	image	plane	can	shift	the	time	of	acquisition	of	
the	centre	of	k-space	by	different	amounts	for	different	regions	causing	image	blurring	and	signal	loss	
(Baron	et	al.,	2012).		The	terms	in	Eq.	[2]	varying	as	xz	and	yz	can	also	produce	a	linear	phase	shift	across	
the	whole	image,	which	may	shift	the	centre	of	k-space	outside	of	the	acquisition	window,	thus	causing	
complete	signal	loss	(Baron	et	al.,	2012).		For	example	if	a	bipolar	x-gradient	of	300	mT/m	strength	is	
applied	with	lobes	of	10	ms	duration,	the	phase	variation	across	a	2	mm-thick	axial	slice	displaced	by	2.5	cm	
from	isocentre	is	around	8π,	while	the	linear	phase	variation	produced	in	the	same	axial	slice	when	bipolar	
gradient	encoding	of	similar	strength	and	duration	is	applied	with	the	gradient	oriented	at	45o	to	x	and	z	
would	be	around	320π	m-1	which	would	be	sufficient	to	shift	the	centre	of	k-space	outside	the	acquisition	
window	in	3	mm	resolution	EPI	data.	Both	these	values	increase	linearly	with	the	displacement	of	the	axial	
slice	from	isocentre.	While	these	effects	mean	that	there	are	strong	incentives	to	stick	with	ST	sequences	
for	diffusion	encoding	when	using	ultra-strong	gradients,	approaches	for	ameliorating	the	effects	of	
concomitant	fields	in	sequences	using	bipolar	gradients	have	been	developed	(Baron	et	al.,	2012;	Meier,	
Zwanger,	Feiweier,	&	Porter,	2008;	Baron	et	al.,	2012).			These	approaches,	which	involve	applying	
compensating	pre-phasing	gradient	pulses	to	eliminate	the	spatially	varying	phase	produced	by	the	
concomitant	fields	during	diffusion	encoding,	currently	allow	localised	reduction	of	confounding	effects,	
but	their	efficacy	is	yet	to	be	evaluated	with	ultra-high	gradient	strengths.	Full	exploitation	of	the	power	of	
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Connectom-like	gradients	in	experiments	using	bipolar	gradients	will	require	the	development	of	new	
approaches	that	can	cancel	the	phase	variation	due	to	concomitant	fields	over	larger	image	volumes.			
CONCLUSION	
Even	though	diffusion	encoding	with	strong	gradients	raises	challenges,	it	is	without	question	that	with	
ongoing	developments	to	better	understand	such	issues,	a	microstructural	‘super-scanner’	provides	
considerable	improvements	to	‘conventional’	diffusion	measurements	and	facilitates	new	measurements	
that	are	impractical	at	lower	gradient	amplitudes.	New	insights	arising	from	this	extended	measurement	
space,	together	with	practical	experience	on	the	challenges	related	to	strong	gradients,	will	provide	a	
sound	foundation	to	develop	the	next	generation	of	microstructural	super-scanners.	
	
ACRONYMS	USED	IN	THIS	WORK:	
ADC	=	apparent	diffusion	coefficient	
AMICO	=	Accelerated	Microstructure	Imaging	via	Convex	Optimization	
BOLD	=	blood-oxygenation	level-dependent		
CHARMED	=	composite	hindered	and	restricted	model	of	diffusion		
CPMG	=	Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill		
DDE	=	double	diffusion	encoding	
DIVIDE	=	diffusional	variance	decomposition	
DKI	=	diffusion	kurtosis	imaging	
dMRI	=	diffusion	MRI	
DTI	=	diffusion	tensor	imaging	
DW-MRS	=	Diffusion-weighted	Magnetic	Resonance	Spectroscopy		
DW-SSFP	=	diffusion	weighted	steady-state	free	precession;		
DW-STE	=	diffusion	weighted	stimulated	echo	
EPSRC	=	Engineering	and	Physical	Sciences	Research	Council	
FA	=	fractional	anisotropy	
FEXI	=	Filter	Exchange	Imaging		
gSlider-SMS	=	Generalised	Slice	Dither	Enhanced	Resolution	with	Simultaneous	Multislice		
HARDI	=	high	angular	resolution	diffusion	imaging	
IMPULSED	=	imaging	microstructural	parameters	using	limited	spectrally	edited	diffusion	
IQT	=	image	quality	transfer		
IR-PGSE	=	inversion-recovery	prepared	pulsed-gradient	spin	echo	
MD	=	mean	diffusivity		
MDE	=	multiple	diffusion	encoding	
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NAA	=	N-acetyl-aspartate	
NODDI	=	neurite	orientation	dispersion	and	density	imaging		
OGSE	=	oscillating	gradient	spin	echo		
POMACE	=	Pulsed	and	oscillating	gradient	MRI	for	assessment	of	cell	size	and	extracellular	space	
PGSE	=	pulsed	gradient	spin	echo		
PGSTE	=	pulsed-gradient	stimulated	echo	
PNS	=	peripheral	nerve	stimulation	
PRESS	=	point	resolved	spectroscopy	
QTE	=	Q-space	trajectory	encoding		
SAFE	=	Stimulation	approximation	by	filtering	and	evaluation	
SDE	=	single	diffusion	imaging	
SNR	=	Signal	to	noise	ratio	
TE	=	echo	time	
	tCr	=	total	Creatine	
tCho	=	total	Choline	
VERDICT	=	Vascular,	Extracellular,	and	Restricted	Diffusion	for	Cytometry	in	Tumours		
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